An efficient scalable predictive coding method is proposed lor thc Wyncr-Ziv problem. using nested lattice quantization followed by multi-layer Slcpian-Wolf coders (SWC) with Iaycred side information. The proposed codcr can support embedded representation and high coding cfficiency by exploiting the high quality version of the previous frame in the enhancement-laycr coding of the current frame. Specificnlly, the decoder generates thc enhancementlayer side information with an estimation approach to take into accnunt a11 thc available information to the enhancement layer. On the other hand, a practical switching algorithm is applied at the encoder to simplify the CorrClation estimation on the channel code design by assuming either the current reconstructed baselayer frame or prior enhancement-layer reconstruction as side information. Experiments based on a DPCM model show great benefits to the enhanccment layer reconstruction. The paper also discusses the possible adaptation of this approach to practical video compression.
INTRODUCTION
Scalable coding has become an active research area in recent years with the growing popularity of network visual communication. Predictive coding. in which reconstrucled previous samples are used as a predictor for the current sample, is an important technique to remove temporal redundancy in multimedia signals. Efficient scalable coding becomes more difficult if predictive techniques are used because scalability leads to multiple possible reconstructions of each source sample. In this situation either a single prediction is used, which leads to eicher drift or coding inefficiency, or a different prediction is obtained for each reconstructed version, which leads to added complexity.
MPEG-2 SNR scalability and MPEG-4 FGS exemplify the first approach. MPEG-2 SNR uses the enhancement-layer information in the motion-compensated prediction (MCP) I m p for both base and enhancement layers, which leads to drift if the enhancement layer is not received. On the other hand, MPEG-4 FGS completely ignorcs the enhancement layer information of the previous frames in the MCP loop. The enhancement layer is represented by coding residual error with respect to the current base-layer reconstruction, which results in very low coding efficiency. Rose and Regunalhan [I] proposed a multiple-MCP-Imp approach, in which the enhancement-layer predictor is optimally estimated by considering all the available information from both base and enhancement layers. However, closed-Imp prediction has the disad- vantage of requiring the encoder to generate all possible decoded versions for each frame, so that each of them can be uscd to generate a predictor residue. Thus, the complexity is high at the encoder especially for multi-layer coding scenarios. Moreover, it also suffers the inherent limitation that the reconstruction of the predictor symbol at the decoder must be same as that used at the encoder to avoid drift.
Based on the Wyner-Ziv framework [2], several side information (SI) based video codecs have been proposed in the recent literature [3,41. These can be thought o f as an intermediate step between closing the prediction loop and coding indcpendently. m e closed-Imp prediction (CLP) approach requires the exact value of the predictor to create the residue, whereas Wyner-Ziv coding only requires the correlation structure between the current signal and the predictor, so there is no need to generate the decoded signal at the encoder as long as we can find the correlation structure. Some of the recent work addresses the problem of scalable coding in this setting. Sehgal et 01 [ 5 ] provided a theoretical approach by constructing several redundant Wyner-Ziv descriptions targeted at different fidelities. Based on the encoder's knowledge of the reconstruction status of previous samples at the decoder, a decision is made about which of those descriptions to send. Xu and Xiong 161 proposed an MPEG-4 FCS-like scheme by treating a standard coded video as a base layer, and building the bit-plane enhancement layers using Wyner-Ziv coding with cunent base and lower layers as SI. Steinberg and Merhav [7] formulated the theoretical problem of successive refinement of information, originally proposed by Equitz and Cover. [SI, in a Wyner-Ziv setting, as shown in Fig. 1 . The achievable region is given, and the necessary and sufficient conditions are also provided for successive refinahility in the sense that both stages can asymptotically achieve the Wyner-Ziv R-D function simultaneously.
Here we propose a practical Wyner-Ziv scalable (WZS) coder for the setting illustrated by On the other hand, a practical switching algorithm is applied at the encoder to simplify the correlation estimation on the channel code design by assuming either the current reconstructed baselayer frame or prior cnhancement-layer reconstruction as SI. The proposed coder, first developed on a DPCM source model, uses nested lattice quantization followed by multi-layer Slepian-Wnlf coders (SWC) with layered side information. The switching algorithm can be potcntially adapted to the standard DCT-based video coding. Thc paper i s organized as fbllows: We dcscribc the coding algorithm in Section 2, followcd by the discussion on video application in Section 1. Section The proposed WZS approach can he extended to the multilayer coding scenario i n a straightfonvard way with a panition chain as the multi-layer nested quantization. We could also combine the proposed enhancement-layer coding with the traditional CLP base-layer coder to achieve improved enhancement-layer coding performance.
The key advantage o f this approach i s that for coding the enhancement layer (EL) ofthe current sample xk it exploits the information from both its base layer (EL) and the prior EL reconstruction ofxc-1 efficiently, as shown in Fig. 3a 
I'ractical WLS switching algorithm
Though the dccoder has great flcxibility to gcncrate the enhanccmen1 layer SI yz as (I). it i s hard to design channel codes with appropriate rntcs to match the grncral dependcncc model between xk and :& for each base-laycr quanlization cell V b . For simplicity, let us consider the scalar quantization with Vh = (a, b). ( 
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The abovc statistics may vary significantly depending on the position of has-layer interval. Therefore we propose a simplified practical switching algorithm to code the enhancement layer: I f at rate R, = log 2. the rate o1 this niethod is reduced because N < 2. Fig. 3c shows an examplc of conditional pdf of xi. with respcct to diffcrent S I whcn E (a, b). Coding cnhancement layer hy conditioning on ?: as in WL-FGS requires about one bit per samplc since thc two refincment bins have approximztely equal probabilitics. Howcvcr, if conditioning with ?;-,, as proposed by our approach, the refinement probabilities are biascd leading 10 lower entropy. If ?;-, is far away from ( a , 6). the two conditional pdfs are cIose. and therefore we switch to WZ-FGS for low complexity. The coding advantage of WZS over WL-FGS and WZ-Simulcast depends on the relative nte of base and enhancement layer and the correlation coefficient p of the source model.
SCALABLE VIDEO CODING
This section adapts the proposed WZS algorithm to scalable video coding, focusing on the combination with a standard CLP baselayer video coder like MPEG-4M.26L. Fig. 4 shows a block diagram that uses the WZS switching algorithm at the enhancement layer. The temporal evolution o f DCT coefficients can be usually modelled by a first-order Markov process X P = pxx-1 + 21, where X P i s a DCT coefficient in the current frame and 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach, we consider two-layer coding of first order Gauss-Markov sources of length lo5 samples. The rcsulu arc calculated as an average of these samples. We use nested scalar quantization and ideal SWC (i.e., the conditional entropy is calculated to approximate the rate after SWC) in our approach.
The following enhancement-layer coding methods are comp a r d (1) WZ-FGS; (2) WZ-Simulcast; (3) Proposed WZS coder which uses the SI computed as (1) (WZS-ideal); (4) Simplified WZS switching coder (WZS-switch); ( 5 ) Closed-Imp prediction using base-layer reconstruction only (CLP-FGS); (6) The multiple-MCP-lwp approach proposed in [l] which estimates the optimal enhancement-layer predictor by exploiting both current base layer and previous enhancement layer information (CLP-ET). The base layer of first four methods are identical using Wyner-Ziv coding as shown in Fig. 2 . An optimal entropy-constrained uniform threshold quantizer (UTQ) is used in the base-layer coding of the CLP-based methods ( 5 ) and (6). in which the rate is calculated as the first-order entropy of the quantizer indices. Also provided for reference is the Wyner-Ziv bound and the performance of both Wyner-Ziv and CLP noiiscalable coder at the same total rate. Fig. 5 shows the performance comparison between the proposed WZS coders, WZ-FGS and w%-Simulcast for various enhancement layer rates with p = 0.99. Though there is a gap between the ideal WZS coder and the simplified WZS-switch coder, the WZS-switch coder provides significant gains over both WZ-FGS and WZ-Simulcast. Fig. 6 depicts the simulation results comparing with the CLP-based methods. The WZS-switch coder consistently outperforms the CLP-FGS coder, and performs similar to the CLP-ET method which also accotints for the enhancementlayer information in the prediction. It is also noted that the nonscalahle CLP and Wyner-Ziv coders perform quite closely in the middle and high rate range.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a new approach on scalable predictive coding in the Wyner-Ziv setting. using ncstod lattice quantization followed by multi-layer Slepian-Wolrcoders. The enhancement layer of the current sample is thus codcd by exploiting a11 the available inlormation from its base layer and the enhancement layer reconstruction of the previous sample. Simulation results show a consistent gain on the PSNR of the enhancement layer reconstruction over a large rate rangc.
